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Abstract— Completely locked-in patients suffer from
paralysis affecting every muscle in their body, reducing their
communication means to brain-computer interfaces (BCIs).
State-of-the-art BCIs have a slow spelling rate, which inevitably
places a burden on patients’ quality of life. Novel techniques
address this problem by following a bio-mimetic approach,
which consists of decoding sensory-motor cortex (SMC)
activity that underlies the movements of the vocal tract’s
articulators. As recording articulatory data in combination
with neural recordings is often unfeasible, the goal of this
study was to develop an acoustic-to-articulatory inversion
(AAI) model, i.e. an algorithm that generates articulatory
data (speech gestures) from acoustics. A fully convolutional
neural network was trained to solve the AAI mapping, and
was tested on an unseen acoustic set, recorded simultaneously
with neural data. Representational similarity analysis was then
used to assess the relationship between predicted gestures and
neural responses. The network’s predictions and targets were
significantly correlated. Moreover, SMC neural activity was
correlated to the vocal tract gestural dynamics. The present
AAI model has the potential to further our understanding of
the relationship between neural, gestural and acoustic signals
and lay the foundations for the development of a bio-mimetic
speech BCI.

Clinical relevance— This study investigates the relationship
between articulatory gestures during speech and the underlying
neural activity. The topic is central for development of brain-
computer interfaces for severely paralysed individuals.

I. INTRODUCTION
Recent studies on bio-mimetic brain-computer interfaces

(BCIs) for restoring communication have been mainly fo-
cused on three aspects of the speech production process:
the vocal tract articulatory movements (kinematic data), their
neural correlates (neural data) and the acoustic properties of
the sounds generated from such movements (acoustic data).
The simultaneous collection of neural and kinematic data
is extremely challenging, especially when neural activity is
recorded directly from the cortex via electrocorticography
(ECoG). Acoustic-to-articulatory inversion (AAI) models are
aimed at inferring vocal tract movements from acoustic
data, and have previously been used in intracranial BCI
studies to cope with such experimental limitations [1], [2],
[3]. These studies have used AAI to predict articulatory
movements, which have a non-unique mapping to acoustic
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data (multiple movements can lead to the same sounds) [4].
Tract variables (TVs; see Fig. 1) [5], on the other hand,
measure the distance and position of constrictions in the
vocal tract during speech production, capturing dynamic
patterns of coarticulatory movements (articulatory gestures)
and thus having a lower degree of non-uniqueness [4].
Therefore, the main goal of this study was to develop an
AAI model that capitalises on TVs, rather than articulatory
movements, and could lead to novel approaches in bio-
mimetic BCIs. To this end, we implemented four AAI model
variants (see Fig. 2), all based on a fully-convolutional neural
network architecture, but varying in the type of input. After
training and evaluating the performance of the AAI model
variants, the best performing model was applied to a dataset
collected at the University Medical Centre Utrecht from
Dutch patients. The dataset contained high-density (HD)
ECoG recordings acquired during a syllable production task
(neural data) and microphone recordings synchronised with
the ECoG data (acoustic data). We used the AAI model to
predict TVs from the acoustic data. Finally, to investigate the
relationship between neural data, TVs and syllable labels, a
representational similarity analysis (RSA) [6] was performed.
The study was approved by the Medical Ethical Committee
of the University Medical Center Utrecht in accordance with
the Declaration of Helsinki (2013).

II. METHODS

A. Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion

1) The AAI Model Variants: The decision of using TVs
as output of the AAI model, was inspired by previous
studies from Mitra and colleagues [7], [4]. In [7], as for this

Fig. 1. Tract Variables
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Fig. 2. Acoustic-to-articulatory inversion (AAI) variants with inputs and outputs (on the left), and model parameters (on the right).

study, TVs were not directly available for the datasets in
use, thus, the external software TADA (Haskins Laboratories
[8]) was used to generate them. This software requires a
text input in either American English orthographic notation
or ARPABET notation [9]. TADA was optimised for the
English language, and as we wanted to use it with a
Dutch corpus, we transcribed all the words included in
our corpus to ARPABET notation by approximating them
to English sounds, i.e. using the phonemic inventory of
Standard American English. Together with TVs, TADA
creates aligned pseudo-sounds in wav format [10]. The
pseudo-sounds contain only the resonance pattern of a word
(except nasalisation) presented over a fixed continuous
voice signal [10]. In their research, Mitra and colleagues
used spectral features extracted from pseudo-sounds as the
acoustic input for their AAI model and the corresponding
TVs as the network targets [7]. In addition to replicating
their approach, we trained a variant of the model on acoustic
data from a Dutch corpus. The TVs generated with TADA,
as their corresponding pseudo-sounds, do not reflect any
variance in pronunciation (duration, intonation, speaker
differences, etc.), so we tried an alternative approach by
using actual speech recordings as input. Furthermore, while
multiple research groups addressing the AAI problem have
used spectral features as input for their models ([2], [7],
[3]), recent trends in speech recognition have proved the
advantage of using raw waveforms as input for acoustic
modelling [11], [12], [13]. Thus, we investigated costs
and benefits of using raw waveforms compared to spectral

features for AAI mapping, trying to draw from the success
in speech recognition applications. To summarise, we trained
four model variants: one trained on pseudo-sounds spectral
features (as in [7]), one on pseudo-sounds raw waveforms,
one trained on spectral features from a Dutch corpus and
one from raw waveforms from the same corpus (see Fig. 2).

2) IFA Dutch Spoken Language Corpus: We used the
IFA Dutch Spoken Language Corpus [14] for training and
validating two of the AAI model variants. The IFA Corpus
contains phonemically segmented and labelled speech
from eight Dutch native speakers (4 females, age 15-66).
Participants took part in three main tasks: telling about a
vacation trip to an interviewer in an informal face-to-face
setting, reading aloud text from a computer screen in a
variety of speaking styles (e.g. sentences, words, syllables,
etc.) and re-telling a previously read text. The corpus was
recorded at a frequency of 44100 Hz in a sound treated and
quiet room. For further information regarding the labelling
protocol or the recording equipment and methodologies
refer to [14], [15], [16].

3) Tract Variables Preprocessing: After running TADA
and extracting the TVs, two preprocessing steps were
performed to optimise the model training: normalisation
(rescaling of the data to a range of [0, 1]) and interpolation.
The latter was necessary as TADA text-based TVs did not
account for speech duration variability. Therefore, when
training the model on the IFA original recordings, TVs
were linearly interpolated to match the duration of their
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corresponding acoustic trials.

4) Acoustic Preprocessing: Acoustic data (IFA corpus)
were first cut into single words recordings based on the
phonemic transcription provided with the corpus. The
resulting dataset consists of approximately 3.5 hours of
speech ( 44000 trials). The data were downsampled to
16000 Hz, and then we computed the mel spectrogram. We
used mel-spectrogram as a spectral representation of sound,
since the mel scale better approximates the human auditory
system response [17].

5) Fully Convolutional Neural Network: The architecture
of the AAI model developed for this study was inspired
by the work of Dai et al. [11], on the benefit of fully
convolutional neural networks (FCNs) for raw acoustic data
modelling. Our model includes four main convolutional
layers clusters as shown in the left side of Fig. 2, and was
implemented in Pytorch [18]. The number of layer clusters
was selected based on preliminary testing of the network,
which showed performance improvement on the validation
set up until the addition of the 4th cluster.

A large receptive field (kernel size) in the first convo-
lutional layer was used to compensate for the absence of
recurrent layers capturing long-term relationships in the data.
The convolutional layers were selected for their inherent
properties of finding hierarchical patterns and structures in
data, which apply to image processing applications [19] as
well as audio processing ones [20], [11], [12], [21]. Multiple
regularisation techniques were used to optimise the FCN
model: Xavier initialisation [22], batch normalisation [23],
and dropout [24]. All of them resulted in a performance
improvement and a faster convergence. The training and
validation sets were subdivided by randomly selecting ap-
proximately 10 percent of the trials from each participant.
The Adam optimiser [25] (learning rate of 0.001) was used
to minimise the mean squared error loss. Early stopping
patience parameter was set to 100 epochs.

B. Neural Analyses

1) 9 Syllables Set: Six patients (2 females, age 22-59,
chronically or acutely implanted with ECoG electrodes)
took part in the syllable production task while their brain
data were recorded with high-density ECoG grids. All
patients gave written informed consent to participate in
ECoG recordings and gave permission to use their data
for scientific research. Patients read syllables on the screen
(nine syllable in total + rest, presented one at a time, 10
repetitions per syllable, 2 runs for 2 of the participants). The
syllables were obtained by combining three vowels (/a/, /i/
and /u/) and three consonants (/k/, /z/ and /m/). The vowels
were selected based on their maximal variation in terms
of frontness-backness, highness-lowness and roundness,
whereas the consonants were selected for their variations
in terms of place and manner of articulation and voicing.
Synchronously with microphone recordings, brain activity
was recorded from the left SMC of the patients via HD

(128 electrodes, 3-4 mm centre-to-centre) ECoG.

2) Acoustic Preprocessing: Parts of the recordings
included silence either at the beginning or at the end of the
file. After removing rest trials, the recordings were cut from
0.1 seconds before voice onset time to a variable time after
it (ranging from 0.4 to 0.6 seconds) based on the average
pronunciation length of individual subjects. The waveforms
were then down-sampled to 16000 Hz as done for the IFA
set. Voice onset was calculated with Praat [26].

3) Neural Data Preprocessing: Data were preprocessed
following a standard ECoG processing pipeline [27] that
consisted of removal of noisy channels, notch-filtering of
the line noise (50 Hz and harmonics), common average
referencing and high-frequency component extraction
(65-125 Hz) using Gabor wavelet decomposition in 1
Hz frequency bins. The final signal was averaged over
frequencies, smoothed (100 ms kernel) and cut into chunks
of 1.5 seconds (1 second before voice onset time and 0.5
seconds after it).

4) Representational Similarity Analysis: A common ap-
proach, Representational Similarity Analysis (RSA), was
used to investigate the relationship between neural signals
and TVs. The RSA consisted of three steps: 1) computation
of the representational dissimilarity matrices (RDMs) that
capture the difference in data points across stimulus trials
per modality of the syllable dataset (such as neural data,
TVs, etc.); 2) computation of the similarity of RDMs across
modalities and 3) statistical inference based on permutation
tests that assessed the significance of similarities computed
in step 2.

Four data modalities of the syllable task were used: neural
data, syllables labels, ground-truth TADA-generated TVs and
TVs predicted with the best performing AAI model (vari-
ant trained on pseudo-sounds raw waveforms). One-Pearson
correlation (1 − r) was used as a dissimilarity measure for
neural data, whereas Euclidean distance was used for TADA-
generated and predicted TVs. RSA was performed separately
per each participant and task run, comparing neural data
RDMs to all other modalities RDMs. Pearson correlation was
the measure of similarity between modality-specific RDMs,
and its significance was assessed using permutation tests
(5000 trial shuffles per RDM).

III. RESULTS

A. Acoustic-to-Articulatory Inversion

1) Training and validation loss: The training and vali-
dation losses for the four AAI variants are shown in Fig.
3. Comparing the loss values would not be fair given the
structural differences in the four sets (IFA Wav, IFA Mel,
Pseudo Wav and Pseudo Mel). Nevertheless, some common
trends were observed among these AAI variants. In all of
them the training loss showed a steep decrease during the
first 50 epochs (steeper for the models trained on pseudo-
sounds), and then slowly stabilised. This was reflected in
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Fig. 3. Training and Validation Loss for the four AAI variants. In the
two upper plots, the validation loss at epoch 20 is indicated, showing that
a lower loss is reached by the model trained on raw waveforms.

the validation losses progressions, indeed all models reached
their lowest validation loss between the 10th and the 20th

epoch and increased afterwards, showing the effects of
overfitting to the training set.

2) Model evaluation: Performance of the best AAI model
variants (based on the early stopping criterion) was evaluated
in terms of Pearson correlation between predicted and target
TVs. The average correlations (per TV and overall) between
the validation targets and the model predictions for the four
AAI variants are shown in Table II. For all four AAI variants
and for all eight TVs the correlations were significant at p-
value < 0.001 (as assessed with independent one-tailed t-
tests between correlation of each prediction-target pair and
correlations with shuffled predictions and targets).

Interestingly, when models were trained on pseudo sounds,
correlations were always higher than 0.5 (apart from Lip
Protrusion), whereas when trained on the IFA data the
correlation values were always below 0.5. Such a large
discrepancy in performance may be attributed to the temporal
misalignment between the input and the target TVs. We
attempted to mitigate it using temporal interpolation during
preprocessing steps, although interpolation only guaranteed
that input and output had the same duration, not that they
were aligned correctly.

Importantly, even low correlations remained significant (p-
value < 0.001) indicating the predicted TVs preserved the
distinctive features of different words.

In addition, we found that the use of mel spectrograms
as input has led to faster model convergence. This is likely
due to the fact that the the preprocessed mel spectrogram
is less complex and contains less features compared to raw
waveform. However, the TV average correlation for model
variants trained on mel features was lower compared to
model variants trained on raw waveforms both for pseudo-
sounds and IFA recordings. Thus, in the long run, the models
benefited from the richness and complexity of information
present in the raw acoustic data (see Fig. 3).

B. Neural Analyses

The results of the RSA that tested the relationship between
neural data and TVs (either TADA generated or predicted
with the AAI model) were significant in all subjects and
runs except for S2 (Table I). However, S2 did not show a
significant relationship also between neural data and syllable
labels, which means that it was difficult to establish the
overall relationship between S2’s neural data and the task.
Only one other subject lacked significance for similarity
between neural and predicted TVs (S3) confirming that
overall the AAI model provided high-quality predictions of
TVs, that exhibited as much similarity with the brain data as
the ground-truth TVs, extracted with TADA software. Alto-
gether, the results of this analysis confirmed the previously
reported high degree of similarity between TVs and SMC
responses during a speech production task.

IV. DISCUSSION
The present study aimed to 1) relate articulatory gestures

(captured by the tract variables) to their acoustic outputs
by building and training an acoustic-to-articulatory inversion
(AAI) model; and 2) investigate the relationship between
articulatory gestures and their neural correlates by means
of a representational similarity analysis (RSA).

The predicted and target TVs were correlated significantly
across all eight TVs. Thus, the present AAI model can be
used in future studies to link vocal tract configurations to
produced speech. Furthermore, the RSA results indicated
a consistent significant correlation across neural data and
gestural data (either generated or predicted) for all subjects
(apart from one). While articulatory gestures have already
been shown to correlate with SMC neural activity [3], [28],
this is the first study in which SMC response is related to
eight TVs that were predicted from acoustic data, setting a
precedent in bio-mimetic approaches for speech BCIs.

The present study has a number of limitations. Regarding
the AAI mapping: the model variants overfitted the training
set within 100 epochs, suggesting that the learning rate was
set too high or the network architecture was too complex to
model the data; second, here, in the absence of experimen-
tally collected vocal tract movements, we made use of soft-
ware that approximated them, which may have affected some

TABLE I
RSA RESULTS PER SUBJECT (S) AND RUN, COMPARING NEURAL RDMS

TO THE OTHER MODALITIES. NON-SIGNIFICANT RESULTS (AT p > .005

BASED ON PERMUTATION TESTS) ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD.

Subjects Neural vs
TADA-TVs

Neural vs
Predicted-TVs

Neural vs
Labels

S1 run 1 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
S1 run 2 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
S2 run 1 0.3379 0.8076 0.5376
S2 run 2 0.9908 0.9988 0.8042

S3 0.0030 0.1468 0.0048
S4 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
S5 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
S6 0.0002 0.0002 0.0106
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TABLE II
INDIVIDUAL AND OVERALL CORRELATIONS OF PREDICTED AND TARGET TVS FOR THE FOUR AAI VARIANTS.

ALL CORRELATIONS ARE SIGNIFICANT AT p < .001

Variants Lip
Protrusion

Lip
Aperture

Tongue
Body CL

Tongue
Body CD Velum Glottis Tongue Tip

CL
Tongue Tip
CD

Average
Correlation

Pseudo wav 0.30 0.84 0.93 0.90 0.67 0.59 0.95 0.96 0.77
Pseudo mel 0.29 0.84 0.90 0.88 0.59 0.58 0.94 0.94 0.74

IFA wav 0.16 0.16 0.38 0.36 0.53 0.36 0.40 0.44 0.35
IFA mel 0.13 0.17 0.32 0.23 0.40 0.26 0.21 0.28 0.25

of the results. Furthermore, the study included a relatively
small number of participants for the neural analyses. Follow-
up work with a larger number of subjects could provide
group statistics for these results and could shed more light on
the relationship between neural and gestural (TV) data. Also,
background noise in the recordings likely added variance to
the predicted TVs that is not related to SMC activity; this can
be addressed in future studies that employ better recording
equipment (such as a directional microphone). Finally, both
AAI mapping and neural analyses were restricted to isolated
words. Follow-up projects using continuous speech data are
needed to provide more insight for real-time decoding from
SMC to restoring communication in locked-in patients. In
conclusion, we feel that our approach of predicting TVs from
recorded acoustics is a promising approach to examine the
link between SMC activity and TVs during speech.
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